State flu toll topping 50 seen possible

Valor cited in guiding wrong-way motorist to stop in 2012

PB policeman shot in arm by colleague
Unserved officer unaware of team in shop

Richard Theilig, an employee of the William F. Laman Public Library System, hangs photographs taken from outer space while preparing "The Evolving Universe" exhibit at The Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History exhibit opens today at the North Little Rock library's main branch at 201 Main Street in North Little Rock.
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DRIVETIME MAHATMA

Dear Mahatma: Have you delivered U.S. 67/177 to Cabot and beyond? It's filled with potholes, cracks, patches and thwack places, I heard they were going to give them the nickname of "Merle Highway" and I would be satisfied if they just fix the potholes and restaveages, because you are flying at all—Merle Straessle, Jacksonville

Upgrading U.S. 67/167 on horizon

NOEL VAN KLEEMERUS
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LILIAN THEILG
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You are an award-winning journalist who has covered local issues as well as state and national news. You are known for your investigative reporting and your ability to get to the heart of a story. Your work has been published in numerous publications, including the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette and the Arkansas Business Journal.

Your latest project is a book about the history of the American Civil War. You have spent months researching the conflict and working with historians to create an accurate and engaging narrative. The book is set to be published in April, and you are already receiving praise from critics and readers alike.

You are also the founder of a non-profit organization that supports local schools and students. Your organization has provided funding for scholarships, grants, and other resources to help students succeed.

Your dedication to journalism and your passion for local issues have made you a respected figure in your community. You continue to work hard to bring important stories to the public and to make a difference in the lives of those around you.